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a b s t r a c t

In the nuclear industry, mechanical engineers spend a significant portion of their time designing
equipment such as manipulators, bogies, mechanical grippers, and so on. Some customized designs can
be considered as standard mechanical equipment in this area, although it is not unusual to find that an
existing design cannot simply be copied from one project to another. Varied performance requirements
can dictate that redesign, often quite extensive redesign, is required. However, if something similar has
been done before, engineers could use that as a starting point for the new project. In this regard, this
study presents several guidelines inspired by previous design knowledge for similar development cases.
Moreover, this study presents more detailed suggestions such as design guidelines for an argon-based
hot cell atmosphere and design experience for a large-scale practical hot cell facility. Design consider-
ations and case studies dealt with in this study are dedicated to teleoperation manipulators that are used
at a large-scale argon cell facility for pyroprocess integrated inactive demonstration (PRIDE), at the Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute. In particular, for case studies to support the suggested recommen-
dations, a fabricated telemanipulator system for PRIDE is introduced, and several kinds of experimental
results associated with it are presented.
© 2017 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Remote handling manipulators are widely used to operate and
manage the equipment installed in a hot cell facility. This kind of
manipulator is generally composed of a master system and a slave
system, which have the same structure to simplify mechanical
structure while achieving operability by the user. Until now, many
kinds of remote manipulators related to remote handling tasks in a
cell have been developed, and teleoperation systems using ma-
nipulators are known as a reliable technology for reducing user
radiation exposure [1,2]. In particular, this technology is accepted
not only as a solution in the nuclear industry for completing tasks
such as dismantling outworn equipment and managing nuclear
reactor cores but also for extreme cases [3]. This study deals with
several issues regarding the design guidelines for telemanipulator
systems and the practical telemanipulation tasks presented with
them. In particular, the remote handling performance of the
considered teleoperation system, known as a bridge-transported
dual-arm servo manipulator (BDSM), installed at the developed
pyroprocess integrated inactive demonstration facility (PRIDE)

(Fig. 1), is evaluated under a maintenance task. The BDSM is
designed to cover a large area while minimizing unreachable areas,
and this system can be operated with a mechanical master-slave
manipulator (MSM) for the various cooperative tasks in the PRIDE
cell [4]. This study is organized as follows. First, the basic infor-
mation and specifications of the target facility are presented. Sec-
ond, several guidelines for selecting telemanipulators are
suggested for the facility that is under consideration based on the
mechanical and electrical aspects of the mechatronic system in an
argon atmosphere. Third, several case studies for the suggested
approaches are presented with a practical system consisting of a
telemanipulator and its auxiliary devices, and finally, this study
concludes by discussing the suggested guidelines.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Target facility

In this section, well-known fuel conditioning facility is intro-
duced for comparison. All handling and process equipment at the
fuel conditioning facility (FCF) at the Idaho National Laboratory is
operated and maintained using remote control technologies such
as MSMs, electro-mechanical manipulators, and overhead cranes.
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In-cell equipment or components fit within a transfer envelope of
70 in diameter� 94 in height (178 cm� 239 cm). Weights less than
10,000 lbs (4,545 kg) are handled with the crane. Weights less than
750 lbs (341 kg) are handled with the electro-mechanical manip-
ulator. Weights less than 20 lbs (9 kg) are handled with a MSM. In-
cell equipment and components operate at temperatures around
95ºF ± 10ºF (35ºC ± 5ºC). Pressure is atmospheric unless otherwise
specified. The argon atmosphere contains less than 100 ppm of O2
and H2O, less than 5,000 ppm of N2, and radiation fields less than
1,050 mSv/h. Seismic equipment must withstand the site-specific
earthquake design basis without risking damage to confinement
systems. In-cell equipment control systems should use out-of-cell
electronics, signal conditioning modules, programmable logic
controllers, graphics-based user interfaces, and 120e240 V control
power where appropriate. Switches and sensors use 24 V power,
and sensors with remote calibration adjustment and type-K ther-
mocouples are used where appropriate [6,7]. Wherever feasible,
brushless motors are used for operations in the argon gas envi-
ronment. In-cell equipment must be designed for remote operation
andmust be remotely maintainable or remotely replaceable. In-cell
equipment must be designed for remote maintenance and must
be consistent with the following methods: first, repair in-cell
by replacement of components or modules using remote
manipulators and second, remote decontamination followed by
repair through a hot maintenance area glovewall and remote

decontamination followed by hands-on maintenance in a hot
maintenance area. PRIDE which has similarity of argon atmosphere
and remote handling concept with FCF is the target facility of this
study. PRIDE has been constructed and operated as an engineering-
scale demonstration facility for pyroprocess studies using simu-
lated fuel at Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute. PRIDE was
designed as a three-story building with a large-scale argon atmo-
sphere cell (40.3 m in length, 4.8 m in width, and 6.4 m in height)
on the second floor and the argon cell has no radiation hardness
because this cell deals with a simulated fuel only. PRIDE consists of
utility systems to support operational requirements. These utility
systems are designed to be used in the argon cell while satisfying
the desired experimental requirements, which are to maintain
oxygen and moisture levels under 50 ppm, pressure
around �10 mmAq to �100 mmAq, and temperature at 28e40ºC.
The remote handling systems developed for PRIDE were designed
to perform all kinds of tasks such as remote handling, operation,
maintenance, material and equipment transfer, monitoring, etc.,
inside the argon cell [8e10]. PRIDE also has various kinds of support
systems such as small and large transfer chambers, gas-tight
windows, cell lights, feed-through, borescope cameras, etc.
Remote handling systems at PRIDE include 17 pairs of mechanical
MSMs, a BDSM, and an overhead crane. The BDSM consists of a
bridge-transported telescopic mast system and six-DOF (Degree-
Of-Freedom) dual-arm manipulators; the considered design
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Fig. 1. Configurations of the considered argon cell facility operated by telemanipulators [5]. BDSM, Bridge-transported Dual-arm Servo Manipulator; MSM, Mechanical Master-Slave
Manipulator; PRIDE, PyRoprocess Integrated inactive DEmonstration facility.
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guidelines for the selection of telemanipulators like BDSM are
presented in the following section.

2.2. Guidelines for selecting telemanipulators

2.2.1. Types of systems
Selecting a telemanipulator for an argon cell requires various

considerations beyond simply selecting normally operated indus-
trial manipulators. To select this kind of system, the bridge, trolley,
and mast must also be considered, as well as the sophistication of
the control system. In this study, three types of systems are
considered: completely manual, programmable, and hybrid sys-
tems that are partly programmable and partly manual. Typically,
programmable systems are also capable of being used in manual
mode. Manual systems and the manual functions of hybrid systems
must use cameras and line of sight in order for the operator to see
where the manipulator is and what movements are being per-
formed. Manual systems and manual functions of hybrid systems
are not considered for position sensing. There may be limit
switches to indicate the end of travel, but axes in the wrists do not
have limit switches. Most axes in the considered manipulators may
have slip clutches that prevent damage at the end of travel and also
protect from damage due to overload. Bridge and trolley travel
ranges have end-of-travel limit switches. Programmable systems
can be taught or programmed for repeated movements and can
make these movements without operator input. Position sensing in
nuclear environments can usually be done using resolvers config-
ured for absolute position sensing. Two methods of position
sensing can be used for bridge and trolley travel. The first and less
common method is using string lines with resolvers. The more
commonmethod uses a small gear rackmounted to the runway and
bridge structure. A geared resolver pair runs on the rack to read the
position. Limit switches are still used at end of travel. For the mast,
a string line is common for position sensing. Limit switches can be
integrated with the string line or mounted to the side of the mast.
There are no limit switches in the manipulators, but many axes
have slip clutches that perform the same functions as manual
manipulators.

2.2.2. Construction
Bridges and trolleys are almost always constructed of welded

steel, although some have been built using stainless steel. Steel
components can be painted with epoxy paint. Motors and gear-
boxes are usually selected from commercially available designs
with modifications incorporated to allow the equipment to func-
tion in a radiation environment. Motors can be DC motors (silicon-
controlled rectifier (SCR) drive), AC motors (single-speed, two-
speed, or variable frequency drive (VFD) drives), and DC or AC
servos. Depending on the requirements, bridges and trolleys are
designed to Crane Manufacturing Association of America Specifi-
cation No. 70 (CMAA 70), NOG-1 [11,12], or a national standard.
Sometimes, a process of standard reconciliation is used to detail the
differences between national standards and to determine which
issues require design modifications to be acceptable for use in a
specific country. Masts are not directly covered by CMAA 70 or
NOG-1 and are considered proprietary designs. However, parts of
these standards could be used in the design of mast hoists and
timing belts. For bridges and trolleys, bolted construction is used.
Materials can be steel, stainless steel, aluminum, or a combination
of these materials. Titanium is also an option, but owing to its
expense, it is not used. Steel and aluminum are painted with epoxy
paint. Motor and gearbox choices are similar to those choices for
bridges and trolleys. Manipulators are not covered by CMAA 70 or
NOG-1 and are considered proprietary designs. A combination of
bolted and welded construction is used in manipulators. The same

materials can be used as those described above for bridges and
trolleys. Motors can be DC motors (SCR drive), DC servos, or AC
servos. The forearm and wrist pivots are driven by either poly-
urethane belts or roller chains. In environments that allow for it, a
disconnection system can be incorporated into the manipulator
shoulder rotator, which is used to remotely disconnect the
manipulator. Additionally, the motors and the mechanical compo-
nents in the wrist are removable to facilitate maintenance.

2.2.3. Electrical
Most systems place their controls in a nonradiation area, and

cables that run through cable carriers or festoons are used to pro-
vide power and signals to the bridge and trolley. In large systems
like that at Chernobyl, the controls are positioned in shielding
troughs on the trolley, and bus bars are used only to supply power
to the bridge and trolley. For masts, a helical spring can be used to
guide wires or cables around the hoist ropes. Manipulator wiring is
mostly internally routed. In exceptional cases, a few systems may
be used owing to congestion in the wrist. The external wiring for
the system can be replaced remotely. An important issue for the
considered telemanipulator is the effect of argon on the electrical
system. Brush motors have serious arcing problems in argon. Many
kinds of manipulators developed earlier use brush motors. The
options are to replace brush motors with AC servos or to improve
arm sealing and charge the arm with nitrogen. For example, some
models offered by PaR Systems, Inc. (707 County Road E West
Shoreview, MN 55126-7007, USA) include a version of a specially
developed model designed for semisubmersion that can be used in
this manner [13]. It is expected that improved sealing and nitrogen
charging may not be accepted and that the servo option will be
chosen. This option increases the conductor count, which leads to a
second problem with argon. To prevent arcing in the connectors,
the contact spacing must be increased, which makes connectors
larger without adding contacts. The third problemwith using argon
is that larger motors must be used owing to argon's poor heat
transfer properties. Motors need to have 30% more power in argon
than in air.

2.2.4. Payload and reach
Manipulators differ in their payload capacity and reach. In this

study, manipulators have two capacities to be considered: hand
capacity and hook capacity. For a given size of manipulator, the
hook capacity is fixed regardless of the reach of the manipulator,
while the hand capacity is a function of arm length. Changing arm
and wrist materials can affect hand capacity as well.

2.2.5. Manipulator hands
Many kinds of manipulators have the ability to change

hands. For example, PaR Systems'manipulators change hands using
a proprietary system except for their model 6350, which uses a
custom version of a commercial tool changer. The “hand” on a
model 6350 can be a gripper or a tool. The model 6350 can pass
power, pneumatics, and hydraulics to the hand or tool on the tool
plate. The other manipulators have a power outlet on the hand that
can power a tool being used by the hand. Non model 6350s can
have hands that are pinchers, hooks, and cutters [13].

2.2.6. Recovery provisions and maintenance
No system operates problem-free, and a philosophy for what to

do when something goes wrong must be in place. Bridges can
sometimes be equipped with extra drives that are used only to
drive the machine out of the cell when a primary drive fails. Other
times, drives can be oversized to drive through the drag caused by
another drive that has failed. Another option is to use puller cables
that are permanently attached to a bridge. The winch just allows
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the cable to pull out with the bridge travel, and when a bridge drive
fails, the cable drags the bridge out. Another option is to use long-
handled tools from another piece of in-cell equipment to manually
crank the drive system. The in-cell crane system installed at
Advanced Fuel Conditioning Facility (ACPF) in Korea Atomic Energy
Research Institute had used external nut drives to rotate a hoist
cable drum manually when a main drive fails [14].

Along with the question of how a designer can remove a
component is the question of how a designer can repair it and what
special design features are needed for decontamination and
maintenance. This sometimes depends essentially on site prefer-
ences. For example, some sites prefer external bolts to have hex
heads while other sites do not desire hex heads. Another site
preference concerns how the system is decontaminated before
maintenance. To decontaminate a system, it is sprayed from a
distance or else a solvent is used on wads of cotton at the end of a
stick. The BDSM is designed so that the bridge and trolley, motors,
and gearboxes are remotely removable. The failed assembly is
removed and replaced with a spare without bringing the whole
system into a maintenance area.

2.2.7. Telepresence and visibility
The connection between perception and action is weakened

during teleoperation because a manipulator must be controlled
remotely by an operator who does not have the same perceptual
information that one typically receives from the environment
directly. In previous studies, it was concluded that subjects
underestimated distances to objects in both real and virtual envi-
ronments; however, their underestimation was significantly
greater in virtual environments [15]. The reason for the additional
underestimation was a lack of cues available in the virtual envi-
ronment. Practical experience has shown that operators have dif-
ficulty perceiving aspects of a remotely operated manipulator and
their environments [16,17,18]. In this regard, an active-view system
plays an important role in a remote handling system, especially
when it is mainly operated by a monitoring system. For example, if
an operator can only watch the target inside of the argon cell
through a working window, the rear side of the target object is
difficult to recognize through the window in passive viewing. With
a pan-tilt-type dome camera on the slave manipulator, a wide
range of views of the working area can be obtained. However, such
a device has difficulty in providing a specified view for the remote

operator until the camera body is directly moved and aligned at the
side of the target object. This is the intrinsic problem faced when a
motion camera is attached on the base frame. Therefore, the
considered telemanipulator must be equipped with a high-DOF
camera system such as an eye-in-hand (EIH) camera. Additionally,
a borescope systemmay also be an adequate solution if the module
can be manually handled by the telemanipulator because the head
of a borescope module can be placed into narrow openings while
gripping the signal line.

3. Results

3.1. Maintenance of in-cell systems in PRIDE

In the PRIDE cell, each type of manipulator is generally installed
in the facility with a crane and hoist system. The hook module of
the crane is frequently used to lift parts or entire systems out for
repair or replacement. MSM and BDSM cover every portion of the
mechanical operation of the process equipment. Therefore, to
maintain the sustainability of the telemanipulator system, main-
tainability is an essential issue. In this section, several cases of
remote maintenance for a BDSM are introduced. Basically, the
BDSM has a disconnection system incorporated into its shoulder
part that is used to remotely disconnect the manipulator [19].
Therefore, the locking system for one shoulder is unlocked, and
signal lines for the slave arm are disconnected instantly (Fig. 2).

The BDSM gripper and its accessories can also be replaced
remotely, including the fingertip and the camera module of the
gripper, as shown in Table 1.

3.2. Camera systems in PRIDE

3.2.1. Eye-in-hand camera system
If an operator has to maneuver the telemanipulator using the

camera only, the position of the gripper in a cell is largely deter-
mined by the perception of continuous texture gradients in the
environment. Every visible surface is textured, i.e., it reflects the
light in a nonuniformway because of its coarseness. Texture gradi-
ents depend on the point of viewof the operator because the texture
looks coarser if an operator get closer to the visible surface through
the EIH camera attached on the telemanipulator. A restricted field of
viewdoes not allow for continuous texture gradients. According to a

Fig. 2. BDSM slave arm disconnection mechanism. BDSM, Bridge-transported Dual-arm Servo Manipulator.
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previous study, the optical flow patterns in the retinal picture of the
human eye form an essential cue for spatial perception in daily life
[15]. To obtain a spatial impression of themanipulator environment,
the operator should utilize the flow patterns in the end-effector
camera picture (i.e., the movements of the target and the other
objects visible in the picture) in a similar way. In the display, the
presence of textured spatial objects results in a clearer motion
perspective. Manipulating is much easier when one can see one's
hand(s). Seeing other parts of the body aswell enhances orientation
skills and the feeling of telepresence in vision systems. To

manipulate the presented remote handling system, the operator
does not need to wear any particular device and is therefore
completely free; however, some parts of the hand may easily fall
outside the system field of vision, and recognition of hand poses
from images is a difficult task. Although additional visual informa-
tion can help operators to realize how stable their remote grasp is,
operators can conclude whether their grasp is actually performed
successfully only for a very simple grasp. As shown in Fig. 3, the
BDSM is equippedwith three types of camera systems: EIH cameras
of both hands are mainly utilized while operating the

Table 1
Cases of remote maintenance for the BDSM arm and gripper module in PRIDE.

System design Fabrication and experiment

Replacement of the BDSM slave arm

Replacement of the EIH camera head module

Replacement of the BDSM gripper and its finger tip

BDSM, bridge-transported dual-arm servo manipulator; EIH, eye-in-hand; PRIDE, pyroprocess integrated inactive demonstration.

Dome Camera 

3D Camera 

Eye-In-Hand Camera 

Fig. 3. Configuration of the considered telemanipulator and its camera systems.
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telemanipulation tasks to acquire the close looks of target tasks
directlyand to recognize thehandandarmposturesof theother side
intuitively. 3D and dome cameras support the surrounding or
additional views of the main task.

The information that the operator receives about what is
happening at the remote site is important for a reliable execution of
teleoperated tasks [15]. In this regard, utilization of a third-person
point of view strategy using EIH camera is necessary to facilitate the
immersion of the operators in the tasks that they are performing, as
shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

3.2.2. Borescope system
As mentioned above, the processing equipment at PRIDE is

operated and managed remotely from outside through remote
handling equipment. However, depending on the properties of the
materials handled in the cell, several kinds of hazardous fumes and
gases can be generated, and these could hinder the functions of
various mechanical devices, piping, electrode entry openings, and
mechanical connections of electrical devices. However, visual

Fig. 4. EIH camera system for the BDSM. BDSM, Bridge-transported Dual-arm Servo
Manipulator; EIH, Eye-In-Hand.

Fig. 5. Utilization of EIH camera system in PRIDE and test mock-up. EIH, Eye-In-Hand; PRIDE: PyRoprocess Integrated inactive DEmonstration facility.

Fig. 6. Configuration of the borescope system for PRIDE.
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information about the inside of the argon cell is limited, andmost of
the existing camera systems installed in the cell can observe only
the upper and open sides of the process equipment.

In other words, the only camera system capable of physical ac-
cess and proximity inspection on the observation point is an EIH
camera mounted on the BDSM. However, these cameras cannot
inspect shaded areas or inside piping. Consequently, PRIDE has used
a borescope system (Fig. 6) that can be handled freely and remotely
through MSMs and the BDSM, and operators can observe the bot-
toms of process equipment components and devices in confined
areas, narrow spaces, shaded areas, and so on.

The PRIDE borescope system consists of a probe, feedthrough,
cable connector, and cable reel, as shown in Fig. 7. PRIDE is an
argon-filled cell that is isolated from the outside. Therefore, to ac-
quire the video signal of the borescope installed in the cell from
outside, a separate feedthrough module for the video signal cable
must be installed in the penetration port present on the wall of the
cell. As shown in Fig. 8, a multipin connector is used as a cable
connector, with airtight specifications chosen. The cable reel for the

borescope uses an auto-reel mechanism so that the cable can be
automatically recovered. The feedthrough and cable reel modules
are installed in four locations throughout the PRIDE cell (the
maximum elongation length per cable is 10m). Since the borescope
probe should be handled remotely from outside the cell, the
following conditions were set for the design:

- It must be possible to grasp by remote handling
- The probe must be protected from a certain level of impact due
to free fall or collision with peripheral devices.

- It must allow for remote replacement of the module in case of
probe failure

Based on the abovementioned design requirements, probe
modules, such as that shown in Fig. 9, were designed and fabricated.

The probe has a camera module, and the LED lighting unit uses a
core module from the Xenco® series (Model: 'XEN-140', Industrial
camera module, http://xenco.co.kr); cushioning material, an
manipulator grip, and a cable connection are used to absorb the

Fig. 7. Configuration of the proposed borescope system manipulated by a mechanical mastereslave system.
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Fig. 8. Multipin connector modules of the feedthrough for a borescope.
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impact of the probe head and are integrated into the probe module.
A simple performance test was conducted by operating the bore-
scope system installed in PRIDE through a remote handling system.
In the first experiment, the inside of the material transfer vessel

belonging to the electrolytic reduction equipment was observed
through a borescope. As shown in Fig. 10A, it was possible to
effectively observe the inside of the vessel, which was difficult with
the existing dome camera on the crane girder or the EIH camera on

Fig. 9. Configuration of the probe head of the borescope system.

Fig. 10. Performance test of the designed borescope system for observation of the inside of process equipment installed in a gas-tight argon cell. (A) Observation test of the inside of
a container using the borescope camera. (B) Observation test of the inside of an extrusion slot using the borescope camera.
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the BDSM. Fig. 10B shows the second experiment, in which the
inside of the narrow inlet was attached on the top side of the
process equipment with a borescope. As shown in the figure,
lighting of the borescope was useful to facilitate observation
because the inside of the inlet was dark. Additionally, Figs.11 and 12
show the results of performing the remote replacement of the
probe module through the MSM; it was feasible to complete the
operation within a few minutes. The separated probe module can
be carried into and out of the cell via a small transfer lock installed
at PRIDE. This kind of vision system is practically useful in the field
because the process operator may want to check the inside of
process equipment during an experiment. Even though the EIH
camera of the BDSM can be used in the same way, the BDSM must
cover the entire area and be suitable for many other kinds of mis-
sions at PRIDE, so the use of a borescope camera installed near
process equipment might be an easy and better choice for opera-
tors. Moreover, the camera module can be replaced anytime, easily,
with a new one.

4. Discussion

Design considerations for remote handling systems are not a
new issue in the nuclear area, and many kinds of studies and
standards exist to address these. However, new concepts of
experimental nuclear facilities have been developed in recent
years, and requirements for telemanipulator systems have also
become varied and complicated. In this regard, several guidelines
about telemanipulators for design parameters for argon-filled
engineering-scale facilities were considered in this study, and
practical cases performed in a real facility were presented. The
summary of this study is as follows:

- Electrical parts of teleoperation systems must consider the
design margin for the dry condition of the argon atmosphere.

- If possible, frequently useful accessories such as camera
systems must be designed to be expendable and easy to
replace.

Fig. 11. Disassembly of the probe module by MSM.

1 2 

3 4 

Fig. 12. Reassembly of the probe module by MSM.
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- Every part of a remote handling system can be replaced
remotely and transferred to the outlet hatches using active and
passive means for emergency repair.

- A bridge crane must follow CMAA 70 or NOG-1 codes.

Based on the considered guidelines, this study dealt with a
fabricated telemanipulator system for PRIDE and introduced
several kinds of experimental results for consideration. The
considered design guidelines, however, were not fully used in the
proposed telemanipulator system; therefore, performance verifi-
cation of the improved version of the telemanipulator system re-
mains for future work. In addition, more highly organized and
practical design guidelines formanipulator systems in argon-based,
large-scale hot cell facilities may also be proposed for a future
system.
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